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Note: Zoning information shown on this map was digitized from data provided by the Town of Brewster Planning and Zoning Department and is not to scale.

Zoning Map Changes
- Changed Yankee Drive from CH to RM.
- Changed two areas on Main Street zoned CL to VB between Ellis Landing and 400-feet west of Bassett Lane.
- Changed two areas in the Town of Brewster from CH to RM.

May 17, 1988
- Changed two areas on Main Street zoned CL to VB between Ellis Landing and 400-feet west of Bassett Lane.
- Changed two areas in the Town of Brewster from CH to RM.

November 17, 1993
- Changed two areas on Main Street zoned CL to VB between Ellis Landing and 400-feet west of Bassett Lane.
- Changed two areas in the Town of Brewster from CH to RM.

October 17, 1988
- Changed two areas on Main Street zoned CL to VB between Ellis Landing and 400-feet west of Bassett Lane.
- Changed two areas in the Town of Brewster from CH to RM.

Note: Zoning information shown on this map was digitized from data provided by the Town of Brewster Planning and Zoning Department and is not to scale.